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About This Game

This game is an interesting puzzle, and its object is to draw a line through checkpoints.
The main difficulty is to plan the route; to make it right, you need to think carefully sometimes.

The further you progress, the harder the levels become, and the challenges are getting more interesting.

This is a great puzzle for a couple of evenings.

Carefully studying the tips of your assistant, you can get valuable tips that will help you in solving problems. And the main tool
for solving them is your wit and ingenuity, good luck on this path.
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this game feels really good for the first 20 or so levels, but then the design of the last half of the game goes downhill. for the
price I would say its worth it, but it is clearly not a very polished game.. God this game was boring, but I played it through to the
end. The beginning was enticing enough to see it through, but I wish I hadn't. The "puzzles" are simple, the enemies are dying to
be run over by your ball, and there is almost no narrative. I will admit that the final puzzle was actually decent, but not worth the
12 hours it took to get there.. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME. The jump-mechanics suck. The voice acting sucks. The graphics
suck. The textures suck. The resolution sucks. The hud sucks. The only positive thing I can say about this game is that Alt+F4
worked flawlessly.. Very good game, I've had loads of fun playing this game. You might have the largest fleet of destroyers but
when you go and attack an enemy with only 2 destroyer and 2 Carriers they can ♥♥♥♥ op your entire fleet. You need a
combination of every ship and then you might stand a chance aganst the good old Nazis. 10/10 would play again!. A
philosophical-psychological FPS that just hit my heart. For everything else read the review of @knypplerskan - exactly my
thoughts and feelings.

https://steamcommunity.com/profiles/76561198272239948/recommended/655730/. it a great game but it need a all of stuff
need to be made. I decided to help a poor villager in the first mission, unfortunatly he led my men into a deep swamp where all
my men drowned......
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Classic yet intense. Better buy it when it's still on sale!
However, poor connection on multiplayer mode made my friends and I stopped playing this game. Too much lagg can cause
stress and spoil the mood. I hope steam network will be better in the future. Overall, this game is superbly nice~. Early Access
Abandon-ware; don't buy it.. The sweet release.... Made bad choices and died :/ Would play again to hopefully not die.. I shot up
weed smoking aliens as a hotdog, I relished the experience 11\/10 .. this is a quite decent cheep thrills type of horror game. out
of all the trash in the indie horror genre infliction is refreshing. some of the scares especially at the beginning are elaborate and
well done. but do not expect much more. this is no amnesia or outlast and the central gameplay element is infuriating after about
an hour of dying to the over powered hell beast any fear you may have had is lost. after this point i mad dashed to finish it and
the pay off was pretty poor. if you want at least an hour of great horror game before it falls apart halfway through then pick it
up on sale.
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